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Abstract 

The Schrodinger equation for a system of many interacting electrons 
subject to an external field (typically the electrostatic field of 

the atomic nuclei) contains in principle all the physics and chemi-

stry 
this 

action 

of atoms, molecules and solids. Essentially exact solutions of 
complicated problem, either based on the Configuration Inter-

approach or on the more recent development of Quantum Monte 

Carlo simulations, are today available (in numeric form) only for 
light atoms and molecules. An alternative view, very popular in the 

community of solid-state physicists, is the Density Functional Theo-

ry. This theory is well founded and successfully predicts from first 

principles many properties of real materials. A key ingredient for 

such a success was the development of new band-structure techniques, 

the introduction of ab-initio pseudopotentials, which 

optimally replace core elect.rons in molecular or solid-state calcu-

lations. Methods and representative applications will be discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

A rough (and certainly incomplete) picture of first-principles 
theories in solid-state physics may be given in the form of a flow-
-char In Fig.l. Here" Inciples" theeeies 
based laws on which are the 

start eeeeral physical ehis is opposi (of-
ten eepirical appreeeh the inteprete eom-
plex system is proposed in terms of a simpler; mode system, 
parameters are determined with a best fit to available experimental 
data. 

TOTAL ENERGY 
INTERATOMIC FORCES 

FROM 
SELF - CONSISTENT 

CALCULATIONS 

Fig.l "First-principles" theories in solid-state physics 
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1.a. Solid-state systems: closed shells and open shells 

Let us divide the solid-state systems into two groups; to the 
left of Fig.1 you can see those which can be built up from closed-

-shell atoms, like rare-gas atoms; they are especially simple since, 
for many purposes, their electronic wavefunctions may be forgotten 

about. Because of the closed-shell configuration their wavefunctions 

in solids or molecules will not be significantly different from what 

they are in the isolated atom, and the atom-atom will be 
satisfactorily described by effective pair potentials without the 
need of describing the electronic wavefunction explicitly. The same 
is true for many ionic solids, composed of closed-shell charged ions 
(like e.g. Na+ and CI- in sodium chloride); in this case the elec-

trostatic interaction, which is absent for rare-gas atoms, is the 

dominant feature of the effective ion-ion interaction. The ability 

of evaluating total energies and interatomic forces from the super-
position of pairwise interactions (and analytic pair potentials) 

[1.1] 

represents 

structural 

lecules or 

E v, ,(Iri-rjl) 
1J 

a major simplification. Analytic expressions for most 

properties of small-size, high-symmetry systems like mo-

bulk solids follow (Bernardes 1958, Tosi 1964). Moreover, 
numerical studies of the statistical mechanics of large-size, low-

-symmetry systems (like solid surfaces and interfaces, defects, 
amorphous materials) become possible. For solids at low temperature 
the differential properties of the total potential-energy surface 
near its minimum, explicitly available because of Eq.1.1, contain 

usually all the relevant information (Lattice Dynamics: see e.g. 

Maradudin 1966, Jacucci 1986). For solids at higher temperature (and 

liquids) direct simulations are possible with the technique of Mole-

cular Dynamics, describing the microscopic time evolution of a clas-

sical many-body system with given initial conditions (Alder and 

Yainwright 1960, Rahman 1964, Verlet 1967), or with Monte Carlo me-
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thods, based on the idea of sampling configurations from the total 
potential-energy surface (Metropolis et al. 1953). In all cases one 
benefits from the validity of Eq.l.l and the availability of relia-
ble, analytic pair potentials (i.e., no need of including electron 

coordi 

from 
long 

he descriptiog 

many molecuhuu 
atoms (right-hggh 

jghgnt and metalllg 

lumic interactiuug 

id-state sys 
d Fig.l). To 

luls. In both 

£lImed 

be-
gel-

dom possille to lescribe the Solil means of effective po en ials. 

One can of course try to build up effective interatomic potentials 
whose validity is restricted to a small number of known situations; 

however, 
explicit 

needel 

the eluc 

if one seeks predictive power for unknown situations, an 

descrihtion of the electronic wavefunctions is generally 
for the cgen ts of the Table, 

tates are subc ifferent in tgms, 

molecu solids. This POII!:11 conceptual and cnal 

probh 1111, cUblains the exig wide gap be age 
of development reached by the theory of closed-shell materials (left 
side of Fig.l) for which the finite-temperature study of a system 
composed by a hundred independent atoms represents an established 

routine on today's computers, and the stage of development of the 

theorb shell materiudc , right side) an 

adequu htion of h/cherties of e. llcon 

at thu zero (j us t two uni t cell) wuc us a 

major in 1980 Cohen 1980). ter 

group of materials a big theoretical effort was spent since the very 

early years of quantum mechanics, in two directions: on one hand, 
the accurate solution of the Schrodinger equation for a single elec-

tron in a given external potential (the one-electron theory); on the 

other tgm-mechanical of a correlu ec-
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is represented by some effective potential. That of course simplifi-
es life considerably, and one is left with the problem of a single 
electron in an external field; from this branch come the band theory 
of crystalline solids, the pseudopotential theory and so on. In the 

one chooses 

sl and, ins 

about the preeeeee lens in a 

leseees the attentlee leedamental 

tde electron-ede;2 teraction in a system: 

a electron zed by a dsskground 
of positive charge (this model is also known as "jellium"; see Fig. 
1). From this line of thinking what is most relevant to my presen-
tation is certainly the development of Density Functional Theory 

(Hohenberg and Kohn 1964, Kohn and Sham 1965), which extended the 

uederr gained fos the hnm;;tteneous elect;;nn t;} the much 

ting and phtt;;i rr;levant case Indnnngeneous 

ednn . Following in Fig.1 ce that 
and the then;; nlectron 

gn;; mSide, at some the abili ng from 
first principles covalent and metallic solid-state systems. The ac-
curacy of these studies, which have boomed in the eighties after the 

important conceptual development of norm-conserving pseudopotentials 

(Hamann et al. 1979) and the pioneering results of M.L. Cohen and 

(r;;e e.g. the rns Yin 1985), to pre-
die al energies, , interatomin tdus pho-
non;; rion curves) nty of other phttsi ities, 
th;; nput being number of the and the 

crystal structure. Initially, this striking success was limited to 

zero-temperature properties: the motion of ions with simultaneous 

rearrangement of the wavefunctions appeared as dream; soon after, 

however, the dream came true, as Car and Parrinello (1985) proposed 

an end efficien shich unifies 

Polecular appears in mulated 

Their finding the field of simula-

tirn Ti;;roscopic, real- d;;;;iription of td;; rmtion in 

solids), previously available only for closed-shell systems, to the 
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much larger and more interesting class of covalent and metallic sys-
tems. Another box which I want to point out on the flow-chart pre-
sented in Fig.1 is that of quantum simulation. This theoretical 
field of investigation was pioneered by Kalos (see e.g. Kalos et ale 

1974) and soon extended to the description of real quantum systems 
(Anderson 1975; Ceperley and Kalos 1979; Moskowitz et ale 1982; 
Schmidt and Kalos 1984; Ceperley and Alder 1980, 1984, 1987; Reyn-
olds et ale 1982; see also Binder 1979, 1984 and Kalos 1984). Here 
no approximation for the electron-electron interaction is adopted, 
and a direct quantum simulation is carried out by Monte Carlo me-
thods (stochastic sampling of the wavefunction). The state of the 

art in this field is such that essentially exact results are today 
available for quantum many-body systems like helium or the electron 
gas (both homogeneous and inhomogeneous), and even light atoms and 
molecules. The quantum simulation represents a formidable tool and a 
promising direction for both solid-state theory and quantum chemi-
stry, but is presently limited by the number of electrons it can 
treat: suitable extensions of the pseudopotential theory are needed 
to overcome this limit (Bachelet et ale 1988, Louie 1988, Mitas et 

ale 1988). As a final comment to the flow-chart (Fig.1) let me em-
phasize the growing number of links connecting previously separated 
fields of investigation; this witnesses the excitment, competition 
and enthusiasm presently experienced by this kind of research. 

l.b. One-electron physics 

Let me concentrate now on the one-electron physics. The solu-

tion of the one-electron Schrodinger equation in a given external 
potential VCr) (atomic units are used throughout this paper unless 

otherwise stated) 

[1. 2] + Vcr)] 1/1, (r) = £,1/1, (r) 
1 1 1 

is in principle a simple problem, but it may in practice become a 
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rather involved one as soon as one goes from the atom to more and 

more complicated systems (Fig.2). In the atomic case, due to the 

spherical symmetry, one is left with a one-dimensional Schrodinger 

equatio.n for which essentially exact solutions can be obtained by 

diune nunurical integrn 
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atomic displacements in the surrounding bulk cristal); the number of 

independent atoms is in this case huge, and further theoretical to-

ols are required to bring this kind of problems into some manageable 

form. One is the Green's function method: one splits the perturbed 

crysta above) into turbed bulk par ill 

enjoyr 
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tude; see 
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, and then 
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real space. Another tool which is very popular in computational so-

lid-state theory is the so-called supercell approximation; the trick 
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memory, but the simultaneous development of more efficient theoreti-
cal tools and large-scale computers has rapidly pushed up this limit 
from a few atoms to more than a hundred; further growth is probably 
just a matter of time. Depending on the nature of the problem under 

a 

these and many 
Ie solutions 

te system, haIP 

aetive research 

th{ir theoreticah 
yyy-ylectroA Schrhh 
d{it{{loped over 

yye e.g. Bachelyt 

hyyised to 

in 
a large 

yed refs. 

therein). The effort has been gigantic between the early days of 
quantum mechanics and today; the state of the art in this field is 

today such that widely different methods give answers in quantitati-
ve agreement with each other for benchmark physical systems (see 

nyyt yes 3,4). The hi taeleal aotivation fot yuyh an effort is 

thY '±Y'electron theGrd tde past thirty produ-
ced tibutions to Iynding of elet optical 

prOdOL real materiylr . Ashcroft and 976). 

l.c. Jellium: exchange and correlation energy 

As mentioned, exact results are available for the jellium 
model (homogenous electron gas with a positive neutralizing back-

ann 
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for such a 

ete descripti±±n 
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known, 
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exact 

exchange) amounts to determining the "electron-electron correlation 

energy" (by definition this is the difference between the exact and 
the Hartree-Fock energy), and has been attempted first by analytical 

approaches (see e.g. Singwi et al. 1970; Hedin and Lundvist 1971), 
anI rncently, by di Hmedcal quantum of the 

olectron gas and Alder latter 
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Fig.4 Energy of the homogeneous electron gas as a function 
of rs = (3n/4R)1/3, where n is the density, referred to the 
lowest boson state (after Ceperley and Alder 1980). 
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1.d. Jelliua, one-electron theory, and real materials 

Vhat's the relation of jellium to real materials? One would 
expect that the jellium model is a very poor approximation of a real 
material, since it completely neglects the nuclear potentials and 

replaces them with a shapeless, uniform neutralizing background of 
positive charge. However the free-electron theory of conduction in 
metals, which is based on this very model, is already capable of gi-
ving very sensible results. Moreover, after adding to the jellium 
model a suitable, weak periodic potential perturbation with the cor-
rect crystal symmetry, one obtains results in qualitative and often 

quantitative agreement with experiment for a number of physical pro-

perties of, say, simple metals like sodium, or even semiconductors 
like silicon (see e.g. Ziman 1969; Heine et al. 1970; Bassani and 
Pastori Parravicini 1974). In both cases the theory reduces the com-
plex quantum-mechanical problem of interacting electrons in a real 
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material to one-electron equations of the type of Eq.1.2. Since the 

atoms composing these materials have a lot of core states, and since 
the true electronic density is far from being constant (in fact, it 
undergoes enormous spatial variations in space from the inner core 
region to the valence region, and, in covalent systems, from the 

bond region to the interstitial region), two important and related 

questions arise. The first concerns core electrons. Vhy is it possi-

ble to describe some properties like conduction or cohesion in sim-

ple metals and predict electrical and optical propertles of semicon-
ductors without any reference to the inner core? The second concerns 
the electron-electron interaction. Vhy can we understand many mate-
rials in terms of the simple one-electron physics underlying Eq.1.2, 

in spite of significant electron-electron interactions? 

2. Density Functional Theory (OFT) 

The success of the one-electron description of solids rests 
on firm theoretical grounds, and does not result from an accidental, 
fortunate coincidence. There are many ways to argue that Eq.1.2 must 
be a good approximation of the complete many-body problem, but a ge-

neral and rigorous argument can be found in two famous papers on the 

inhomogeneous electron gas (Hohenberg and Kohn 1964, Kohn and Sham 

1965; hereafter refereed to as HKS). HKS demonstrated that (a) the 
ground-state energy of an interacting many-electron system subject 

to an external potential Vext(r) is a unique functional of the (spa-
tially varying) electronic density n(r), and (b) minimization of the 

energy functional with respect to the density results in a set of o-
ne-electron equations like Eq.1.2. Although this finding may sound, 

at first, like a straightforward extension of the homogeneous case, 

where all physical quantities are functions of the (spatially con-

stant) electronic density, it is far from being a trivial result, 

and its consequences are of great importance. That the electronic 

density must be some functional of the external potential is easy to 

prove and accept; that the converse is also true, namely that the 
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external potential (within an additive constant) is a unique func-
tional of the density, is certainly less obvious. The latter state-
ment is precisely the key theorem of density functional theory; its 
proof is based on a "reductio per absurdum" (Hohenberg and Kohn 

1964) 
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2.a. Kohn-Sham (KS) equations 

To minimize with respect to the density the total electronic energy 

E [n] T[n] + J V (r) nCr) 
Vext ext 

[2.3] 

J 3 nCr) nCr') 
+ dr' + E [n] 

Ir-r'l xc 

[the number of particles N=In(r)d3r being fixed] corresponds to 
solving a single-particle Schr6dinger equation (Eq.l.2) where the 
potential VCr) is given by the condition of self-consistency: 

[2.4] 
N 

nCr) L l"'i(r)12 
i=l 

J nCr') cSExc 
VCr) V (r) + + --

ext Ir-r'l cSn(r) 
[2.5] 

The sum in Eq. 2.4 runs over the occupied single-particle states. 
Eq. 1.2, together with Eqs. 2.4, 2.5, are known as Kohn-Sham (KS) 
equations. They reduce the many-body problem to a one-electron pro-
blem: the electrostatic potential generated by the electro-
nic charge distribution, all the quantum effects of the electron-
-electror. interaction are now lumped into the exchange-correlation 
potential V (r)=cSE 16n(r), the functional derivative of the ex-xc xc 
change-correlation energy with respect to the density (last term in 
Eq. 2.5). We observe that (a) so far no approximation has been ma-
de, so that this theory is in principle capable of dealing with 

electron-electron interactions (electrostatic, exchange and corre-
lation) exactly, (b) unlike the method based on Configuration In-

teractions the theory can be expressed in a simple one-electron 
form very similar to the Hartree-Fock equations (this is in fact 
the origin of the name "exchange-correlation": that part replaces 
the exchange energy in the Hartree-Fock equations, but also con-

tains all the correlations), and finally (c) unlike Hartree-Fock, 
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the exchange-correlation potential is local: it acts in a simple 
multiplicative fashion on the wavefunction. The last point is not a 

one, mplies the COm!?t2 ional required rol-

the Schmddimder equm with set dunctiomr rrries 

like N3 for the KS equations (the dependence is N4 for Hartree-
-Fock). As mentioned, the theory in its most general form applies 

varietd rituatirrs sst inclsdsd in the work HKS 
Mermis ddS, Gunssssss et al ,1979, dshsrtsen dsuie 

1985, Godby et a1. 1986, Oliveira et a1. 1988). Od course notding 
is perfect. The use of Density Functional Theory in practical ap-

dlis?ttions liks the sslsulation d phdsical ties of atoms, 

mmdmsules asd ids) the of sxchangs-sssre-
Iatlon func ional. The theory dsmsnstrates uni versml.1 ty of 

such a functional, but unfortunately does not provide its form. 

Locad Apkr'sndma t ion 

Notwithstanding the theoretical effort spent since 1966, a 
general, explicit form of the exchange-correlation functional has 

been This nhere aphuru3 nations into the 

thing could zlz>ne, up , was coccei ve use 

in practical calculations) approximate expressions for special 

classes of density distributions. The simplest one is certainly the 
Densi AAproximaz which , as showr the 

Hkd dOders, tc ty distuidutions spatial o?tria-

tions are either slow or small in amplitude. This amounts to writ-

ing the exchange-correlation functional in the form 

[2.6] 
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xc 
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energy density � at point r exclusively depends on the electron xc 
density at point r, and the functional dependence is taken from the 
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homogeneous electron gas: 

[2.7] 
hom 

£ (n) 
xc 

hom hom 
£ (n) + £ (n) 
x c 
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of the occupied one-electron states (Eq.2.4), and from it the Har-

tree (electrostatic) and the exchange-correlation potential (Eqs. 

2.5-2.7). Then, in a feedback process, the resulting "output" po-
tential (Eq.2.5) becomes the "input" potential for the next itera-
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secular problem which generally implies a computational effort of 

order N3• Here N is the number of basis functions, which is propor-

tional to the number of independent atoms Na of the system under 
examination. Since a certain variational flexibility is required 
for accurate calculations, the number of basis functions per atom 

3 cannot be smaller than, say, ten or twenty, and the N dependence 
of computer time represents a serious limitation for the study of 

large molecules, or solids with a large unit cell. 

Alternative ways to find the minimum of .the HKS energy fun-

ctional without having to diagonalize a matrix were also explored, 
and found successful applications in the second half of the eight-

ies. One of them is intrinsic to the new unified approach to DFT 
and Molecular Dynamics (Car and Parrinello 1985); the idea is to 
associate to the electronic degrees of freedom some fictitious dy-
namical variables, and then perform a simulated annealing (Cerni 

1982, Kirkpatrick et al. 1983). For a system of Na independent 

atoms the computational effort required to find the ground-state 

density and total energy depends in this case on terms proportional 
to M2N, MN2 and MNlnN, instead of the N3 dependence implied by 

standard diagonalization routines (N is the number of basis func-
tions, while M is the number of occupied states). Both Nand Mare 

proportional to the number of independent atoms N (thus also in a 
the Car-Parrinello approach the third-power dependence on Na will 
represent the ultimate limiting factor); the point is that normally 

M«N, so that, given a certain computer power, the size of systems 

which can be studied with this method is much larger than with 
standard diagonalization techniques (about 150 atoms with computers 
of the Cray-XMP family). Of course the great appeal of the Car-Par-

rinello method is that, besides this computational advantage, it 

allows to study the atomic motion (Car and Parrinello 1985, 1988). 

If the atoms are not allowed to move, then other minimization tech-

niques which are even more economic are applicable to the electro-

nic-structure problem (Stich et al. 1988; practical aspects of the 

use of non local pseudopotentials are also discussed there). 
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3. Pseudopotential Tbeory 

Core electrons, very localized near the nucleus, seldom take 
part in the binding process of atoms in molecules and solids. The 
nature of the chemical bond is mostly determined by valence elec-
trons, as witnessed by the periodic properties of elements in the 
Mendeleev Table. Thus the assumption that core electrons remain 

practically unchanged in molecules and solids ("frozen-core" appro-

ximation) is usually a good one. However the details 9f valence or-
bitals are such that two elements of the same group of the Periodic 
Table show similar, but not identical behavior; these details, 
needed for a quantitative understanding of the chemical bond, are 

crucially affected by the nature of the underlying core orbitals. 
The requirement of orthogonality to core states pushes valence wa-

vefunctions away from the core region; core electrons do not di-

rectly participate in the binding process, yet valence electrons 

"know" about their presence because of mutual orthogonality. Is it 
possible to get rid of the core electrons and represent their in-
fluence on valence electrons in terms of some effective - or "pse-

udo" potential? Pseudopotential theory dates back to the late 
fifties (Antoncik 1959, Phillips and Kleinman 1959) when it was re-

alized that the orthogonality to core states is equivalent to a 
fictitious repulsive potential acting on valence wavefunctions 

only; this repulsive part, localized in the core region, nearly 

cancels the attractive coulomb potential of the atomic nucleus; in 

general, then, one can remove core electrons along with the coulomb 

singularity of the nuclear potential, ending up with a weak pseudo-

potential which acts on valence electrons only. That's why, to ans-

wer two questions raised in Sect. 1, many physical and chemical 
properties of atoms in condensed matter can be well described with-

out any apparent reference to core electrons, and a weak perturba-

tion of the electron gas may describe to a good approximation some 

classes of real materials. Ve are now left with the problem of how 

to actually replace a full-core atom (the real system) with a pseu-
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doatom where only valence electrons are present, and with the more 
fundamental question whether such a substitution can be at all ba-
sed on first principles (i.e. on some exact relation to the full-
-core atom), or inevitably leads to a rough, empirical model which 
cannot be really trusted as a reliable valence atom in the context 

of self-consistent molecular or solid-state calculations. To clari-
fy this point a concise history of pseudopotentials may be of help. 

3.a. Empirical pseudopotentials 

In the sixties and early seventies many important properties 
of electrons in crystals were understood with an empirical use of 
the concept of pseudopotential (see Heine et al. 1970). A weak pe-
riodic pseudopotential, representing the crystal potential felt by 

valence electrons in, say, a metal or a semiconductor, was repre-

sented in terms of a few Fourier components (only a few plane waves 
were thus needed to solve the corresponding Schrodinger equation). 

Rather than bearing fundamental relations with the full-core atoms 
which form the crystal under consideration, the Fourier components 

of the pseudopotential were used as disposable parameters to fit or 
interpolate some measured crystal property (optical spectra, trans-

port properties, cohesive energies etc.). In this way it was for 

example demonstrated the great importance of crystal symmetry on 

the optical properties of solids. Applications were limited to sim-

ple metals and semiconductors, and it was recognized that first-row 
elements like carbon or oxygen and elements with valence d-orbitals 

like transition elements or noble metals are not well described by 
a weak, local pseudopotential (Bassani and Pas tori Parravicini 

1974). Even to produce a perfect fit of all the measured optical 

properties of semiconductors it was suggested that a non local (an-

gular-momentum dependent) pseudopotential may be required; this re-

sult was part of an extensive work of Chelikowsky and Cohen (1976), 

which probably represents the highest point reached by this type of 

approach. 
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3.b. Hodel pseudopotentials 

In the seventies an important step in pseudopotential the-
ory was represented by model pseudopotentials constructed and used 

in the framework of the local-density approximation. Instead of us-
ing pseudopotential parameters to directly fit the measured solid-

-state properties the idea was to fit atomic properties and then 

use the obtained ionic potential to predict solid-state properties. 

A smooth parametrized bare-ion pseudopotential a -Zv/r tail 

was screened with Zv valence electrons to yield e.g. a neutral 
ground-state pseudoatom; the pseudopotential parameters were then 

varied until the self-consistent atomic eigenvalues agreed with the 
(calculated or measured) valence energies of the corresponding true 

atom. The bare-ion pseudopotential was then plugged into a solid-
-state environment: bulk crystal, surfaces, lattice vacancies etc. 

Here the self-consistent rearrangement of valence electrons was 

studied. This effort was especially valuable in the interpretation 
of optical spectra of low-symmetry systems (see e.g. Appelbaum and 
Hamann 1978, Cohen 1979); at the same time experience taught that 
the approach wasn/t accurate enough to predict structural energies. 

In the case of silicon, for example, the experimental phonon dis-

persion curves could be reproduced only if empirical spring con-

stants were added to the force constants as obtained from self-

-consistent electronic structure calculations (Vendel and Martin 

1979); moreover, in contrast with nature, calculated total energies 
for different crystal structures would not energetically favor the 
diamond structure (Ihm and Cohen 1979). Of course cohesive ener-
gies, structural energy 

fractions of the total 

differences and phonon energies are tiny 

(valence) energy in the solid, so that a 

great accuracy is required for this kind of prediction. But it was 

soon recognized that, besides numerical inaccuracies, the most im-

portant source of such a failure was the lack of explicit relations 

of the pseudowavefunctions with the full-core atom: the model pseu-

dopotentials could reproduce the atomic valence energies but not 
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the tails of the valence wavefunctions. This was the motivation to 
attempt the construction of ionic pseudopotentials from first-prin-
ciples, namely, with explicit relations with the full-core atoms 
both for energies and wavefunctions (Shaw and Harrison 1967, Kahn 

and Goddard 1972, Melius and Goddard 1974, Topp and Hopfield 1974). 

3.c. First-principles pseudopotentials 

Let us see which desirable properties should characterize a 

first-principles pseudoatom. In the full-core atom, the potential 
diverges in the origin and the valence wavefunctions have nodes, 
because of orthogonality to inner core states; in a pseudoatom, 

core states are eliminated and only valence wavefunctions with no 
nodes are present. For a given valence configuration often called 
reference atomic configuration or reference state (typically the 

ground state of the neutral atom), the pseudopotential should re-
produce exactly the valence eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the 
original full-core atom (the latter only outside a certain "core. 
radius" rc placed between the outermost node and the outermost ma-

ximum of the full-core valence wavefunction). Moreover, for the 

pseudopotential to be useful in situations other than the reference 

atomic state for which it was constructed, the pseudoatom should be 

transferable: it should behave like the original full-core atom in 
a variety of different chemical situations, and the response of its 
pseudocharge density to a molecular or solid-state environment 
should be as close as possible to the response of the valence char-
ge density of the original full-core atom. Because of well-known 

relations connecting logarithmic derivatives, scattering amplitudes 

and matching conditions (see e.g. Landau and Lifschitz 1966) the 

same two requirements (exact reference state and optimum transfera-

bility) can be rephrased in terms of logarithmic derivative versus 

energy, the logarithmic derivative of the wavefunctions being taken 

at some radius outside the core, in the region of space which is 

relevant for the formation of the chemical bond ( r > rc ). There 
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(i) we want the pseudo and full-core potentials to have the same 
logarithmic derivative at a certain reference energy (for example 
the bound-state energy in the reference atomic configuration) for 

each valence state; and (ii) we also require that the pseudo and 
full-core logarithmic derivatives follow each other as closely as 
possible away from this energy. The energy range over which the 
logarithmic derivatives are identical (or at lest very close) is 
ideally 15-30 eV: in typical molecular or solid state situations 
bound-state energies are shifted away or spread around the atomic 
eigenvalue by a similar amount, due to bonding and banding effects. 
In the late seventies (Joannopoulos et al. 1977, Topiol and Zunger 

1977, Redondo et al. 1977, Harris and Jones 1978, Zunger and Cohen 
1978, Christiansen et al. 1979, Starkloff and Joannopoulos 1979) 
a growing consideration was devoted to the tails of the wavefunc-
tions in the compared to 
the tail of the corresponding valen-
ce wavefunctions in the full-core 
atom. The tails of the valence wave-
functions are very important for the 

chemistry of atoms. It became clear 
that the reproduction of the valence 
eigenvalues for a given reference 
configuration of the full-core atom 
was not sufficient to reproduce the 
wavefunctions outside the core. From 
the form of the Schrodinger equation 

one immediately sees that the iden-

tity of the eigenvalue only implies 
that pseudo and full-core wavefuncti 
ons be proportional outside the core 

region (r>rc)' If the empirical pse-
udopotentials of the sixties, direc-
tly constructed to fit some measured 

property in the solid, did not bear 

, ' 
\ ' .. 

\ I 
\ I .. 

..... 

Fig.5 Pseudowavefunctions 
from empirical (top). mo-
del (middle) and norm-con 

serving (bottom) 
tentials (see text). 
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any explicit relation with the full-core atom (top of Fig.5), the 
model pseudopotentials of the seventies (middle panel of fig.5) 
were such that their pseudowavefunctions, even for the reference 
atomic configuration, were wrong by a factor of proportionality 
outside the core region (r>rc). The same problem was inevitably en-
countered by "OPV-like" pseudopotentials (see e.g. Heine et al. 
1970). The main goal in the late seventies was therefore to bring 
this factor of proportionality very close to one, and thus obtain, 
outside the core, pseudowavefunctions as close,as possible to the 
original valence wavefunctions of the full-core atom (at least for 
the reference atomic configuration). In this context Hamann, Schlu-
ter and Chiang (HSC) showed (1979) that it is possible to construct 
smooth pseudopotentials that exactly reproduce the tail of the va-
lence wavefunctions for a reference atomic configuration, and - mo-
re important they demonstrated that, once this requirement is 
fulfilled, optimum transferability follows. [In what follows I will 
focus on LDA atoms and pseudoatoms; similar ideas apply to Hartree-
Fock atoms) Their one-electron bound-state wavefunctions (Eqs. 1.2, 
2.4, 2.5), outside the core (for any R > r ), satisfy the identity c 

[3.1) 

rXL(E,r) is the radial valence wavefunction for the pseudo (PS) and 
the full-core atom (FC), respectively; at E=EL it gives the valence 
bound-state wavefunction with eigenvalue EL. Eq.3.1 implies that, 
at the atomic bound-state energy EL, for any radius R > rc outside 
the core, the logarithmic derivative of the wavefunction is also 
identical for corresponding full-core and pseudo valence states 

[3.2) f' ]PS 

[x: E=E,R 
L 

5 [
X' ]FC 

X: E=E,R 
L 

Away from EL discrepancies are only second order in the energy 

E-EL• This very desirable property comes about because the integral 
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of the wavefunction squared is related to the energy derivative of 

the logarithmic derivative of the wavefunction 

d 
[3.3] 

dE 

rx'(E,R)] R 

2 Jd r 

o 
E 

If both the FC and the PS wavefunctions satisfying Eq.3.1 are cor-
rectly normalized, then, by Eq.3.3, the first energy derivative of 
the logarithmic derivative will also be identical at the bound-

-state eigenvalue 

[3.4] 
d 

dE X (E,R) 
L 

E 
d 

dE X (E,R) 
L 

The price to be paid for fulfilling Eqs. 3.1-3.4 is that the HSC 
pseudopotentials are L-dependent, i.e. nonlocal, and their use in 

molecular or calculations requires the use of angular 
projection operators. The L-dependence reflects the physical fact 
that different partial waves feel the effect of orthogonality to 
different core states. The exact fulfillment of the above conditi-
ons is relevant only for angular momenta which correspond either to 
occupied valence orbitals in the atom, or to empty orbitals whose 
energy is low enough to be potentially involved in the bonding pro-
cess. For most atoms, with the exception of rare earths and lantha-
nides, excellent norm-conserving pseudopotentials are obtained by 
imposing Eq.3.1 to s,p and d pseudowavefunctions; for many atoms it 
may be sufficient to fix only sand p waves (see Bachelet et al. 

1982). Norm-conserving pseudopotentials, which exactly reproduce, 
for the reference atomic state, the "orthogonality hole", pushing 
away from the core region as much valence charge as the effect of 
orthogonality to inner core states would push in the original full-
core atom (bottom panel of Fig.S), seem thus to enjoy most desira-

ble properties of the ideal pseudopotential. 
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3.d. Examples and tests of transferability 

Rather than showing how to construct them, which can be 

found in the original papers (the method has also been extended to 
deal with heavy atoms where the Dirac equation applies: see Klein-

man 1980, Bachelet and SchlUter 1982; norm-conserving pseudopoten-
tials have been then tabulated for the whole Periodic Table by Ba-

chelet, Hamann and SchlUter in 1982), let us look at some represen-
tative cases which demonstrate their properties, especially their 
high transferability and their ability to faithfully reproduce the 
corresponding full-core atoms in a variety of chemical situations. 

In Fig.6 we see 

the ion-core pse-
udopotential for 

Au. The Sd elec-

trons experience 

a strong attracti 
ve potential.This 

potential, howev-

er, is considera-
bly less attract-
ive than for 3d 
or 4d transition 

or noble elements 

due to increased 

orthogonality ef-

fects. Strong 

spin-orbit split-
ting effects are 
present, with de-

creasing amplitu-

de for p, d and f 

electrons. The Au 
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R (a.u.) 

Fig.6 Relativistic norm-conserving 
pseudopotential for Au. The 

potential is nonlocal and depends 

on L and j. The dashed line is the 

coulombic tail. 
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valence wavefunctions are illustrated in Fig. 7. The 6s and sd wa-
vefunctions are calculated from the atomic ground state (sd106s1) 
while the 6p and Sf states are obtained from excited states, re-

,... ... 

1.0,----------., 
Au e=o 

0.5 j = 1/2 

0.5 

e"2 
j or 3/2 

-0.5 e=3 

o 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 

R (a.u.) 

Fig.7 Comparison of full-core and va-
lence wavefunctions of Au. Dash:full-
core atom; solid: pseudoatom. X(r) is 

where • is the radial wavefunc-

tion. Of each relativistic doublet on 

ly the component with highest j-value 
is shown. Atomic units are used. 
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Fig.8 Logarithmic deriva-

tives for Pb (see text) 
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spectively. Only the j=L+1/2 spin-orbit components are shown. The 

multishell behavior, typical for transition, noble, and rare-earth 
elements is clearly visible. In Fig. 8 the sand p logarithmic de-
rivatives are shown for Pb as a function of energy. Arrows show the 

in the refeI teeic configuraties Full-Iure 
(dash) (solid) logus essivatives follue etler 

over snnLgy range (20 eueund the bound-u 

a range more than molecular a-
te situatloes typical bandwil ds are in thi snsgs). The 

results shown, which were unfeasible within previous, local pseudo-
potential theories, are typical for most atoms in the Periodic Ta-

ble. One can also test transferability directly, rather that look-

ing at logarithmic derivatives by comparing full-core and pseudo-
potentlel 

ce 

for atomic 

for 

which 

tentiel con-
structed (see Hamann 
et al. 1979, Bachelet 

et al. 1982), but the 

most convincing test 

is 
re 

ble) 
pseuduTcJtus 

cempa-

TDssi-
and 

cal-
culations for an i-
dentical, benchmark 

solid-state system. 
This has been done by 

Bachelet 

ens en 

(in 

structuue 

Ghdst-

GaAs 

band 

chown) 

Fig. 

core 

L 

cJns other thar 

r X U,K 

n?eture of GaAs 

FTInd). Dots: mELD 

Both are 
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Lhl-
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Fig.10 Charge density along the <110> pla-
ne for Si. Top: pseudo. Bottom: full-core. 
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4. Representative results 

The pseudopotential method just discussed represents only a 
particular line of development in the context of first-principles 
approaches based on the HKS theory. Hore generally, the state of the 
art in this field is now such that widely different numerical appro-
aches based on this theory and the LDA (for example full-core LHTO 
and LAPV: Andersen 1975, Hamann 1979; full-core LCGO, Harmon et al. 
1982; and, as seen, norm-conserving pseudopotentials) yield, for 
identical systems, essentially identical results. This finally al-
lows us to study both successes and, possibly, intrinsic failures of 
the LDA free of spurious numerical uncertainty. Ve only need to com-
pare the results of this approximate description of electron-elec-
tron interactions in solids and molecules with the results of exact 
theories (seldom available, especially for solids) or, in the lack 

thereof, with experiments. In what follows a few examples are inten-
ded to show that the LDA (or the local-spin-density approximation, 
LSD, for magnetic systems) gives indeed a rather successful descrip-
tion of many real systems; the reason why it works well beyond the 
limits of validity discussed in the original HKS papers is now un-
derstood to a good extent, but unfortunately exceeds the space of 
this presentation; some relevant papers can be found in the referen-
ce list (Gunnarsson et al. 1976, 1979; Gunnarsson and Jones 1980, 

1984, 1985; Kohn 1983; Almbladh and von Barth 1985). 

4.a. The Ozone molecule 

In a number of full-core LSD calculations Jones (1984, 1985, 
1986) has recently shown both the power and the limits of such an 
approach for small molecules. A striking case are his results for 

the triatomic ozone molecule (1984, Fig. 11). Here the energy sur-

faces of the molecule are shown as a function of the bond angle at 

the equilibrium bond length, for states of different symmetry. As 
far as relative energies, interatomic forces, and force constants 
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Fig.11 Energy vs. bond angle for the 
triatomic ozone molecule. The various 

to diftee:uuTI: symme 

and thu e:;a:dlibrium lengtd 

is marked for each angle (Jones 1984) 
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tes in a crystal; they cannot be even listed here. As an example of 
this vast theoretical work I'll pick an important theorem due to 

Baldereschi (1973); its results and extensions are today used in 
most self-consistent crystal calculations for insulators. In a cry-
stal ion of the ty requires in the 

knowh:ddn single-partiede wwnednl1ctions of all l1ta-
tes, ennel1ts to the fi nver the wholl1 zo-

ne. one would Brillouin zonl1 k-
space regions and evaluate tde integral over .k in terms of fini te 
elements. This requires the solution of the Kohn-Sham equations for 
very many k-points, which is inconvenient since in general the eige-

nvalue-eigenvector problem represents the largest portion of the 

computational effort. Baldereschi has shown in 1973 that for insula-

ting [here is a in the Brillnl1ln euch 
that density cont111 this single k 
mates degree of total charge l1eeul-
ting whole Brilloui mean-value im-
portant fact is that the location of this special point within the 
Brillouin zone is exclusively dictated by the symmetry of the lat-

tice and independent of any other crystal property. Due to this fin-

ding the computer cost of self-consistent calculations for insula-

tors l1nnduc tors, whh:h of course ag and 
activg investigation lwls science, 
one eeders of magni silicon, in 
always of the most pozm.R bsm:hmark systems 

by 

has 

of electron states in solids because of obvious connections between 

fundamental advances in the understanding of its properties and the 

development of semiconductor technology. The first great success of 

the combined use of norm-conserving pseudopotentials and the local-

-densi mdmation was edteined for bulk ?Hng 
Tang dnnnin L. Cohen this test bsnon-

strated feasibili ty iabili ty of heo-

reticnJ for a solid-e lem, and opensd to a 

wealth of further theoretical studies. The basis functions adopt-



ed in the Yin-Cohen 
calculations were plane 
waves. All calculations 
were "static", the ions 
being fixed. Yin and 
Cohen considered 6 dif-
ferent crystal structu-
res, and, for each of 
them, many different 
volumes (in Fig.12 the 
volume is measured in 
units of the experimen-

tal volume of bulk si-
licon). To obtain total 
energy and forces (for-
ces can be obtained 
with the Hellmann-Feyn-
man theorem: see Ihm et 
al. 1978, Nielsen and 
Martin 1984, Scheffler 

Fig.12 Total energy vs. volume for 
silicon in different crystal struc-
tures. (Yin and Cohen 1980, 1982) 
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et al. 1985) corresponding to each particular spatial configuration 
of ions, an independent self-consistent solution of the Kohn-Sham 
equations had to be sought from scratch. The results of Yin and Coh-
en for Si are reproduced in Fig. 12, where the calculated total 
energy is plotted against the cell volume for different crystal 
structures, and in Table I, which shows calculated versus experimen-
tal phonon data. The accuracy attained was impressive. The calcula-

tions obtained (i) the diamond structure as energetically most favo-
rable (ii) the experimental equilibrium lattice constant, (iii) the 
experimental bulk modulus, (iv) some measured phonon energies, and 
finally even (v) the corresponding mode-Grilneisen parameters, which 

are related to third derivatives of the crystal energy with respect 
to atomic displacements. The only approximation here was LOA. All 

theoretical numbers were remarkably close to the experimental data. 
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Table I. Comparison with experiment of calculated frequencies v 
(in THz) and mode-Grfineisen parameters y for phonons at 

r and X in silicon. (after Yin and Cohen 1982) 

LTO(r) LOA(X) TO(X) TA(X) 

v 15.16 12.16 13.48 4.45 
theo 

v 15.53 12.32 13.90 4.49 
expt 

y 0.9 1.3 0.9 -1.5 
theo 

y 0.98 1.5 0.9 -1.4 
expt 

Bulk silicon has also been the test case for the unified app-
roach to Density Functional Theory and Molecular Dynamics of Car and 
Parrlnello (1985). The two striking advantages of the method, which 
appear at first sight, are that (i) it represents an alternative way 

of finding the minimum of the HKS energy-density functional which is 
much more efficient than the self-consistent solution of the KS 
equations both in terms of computer time and of computer memory, and 

(ii) that, unlike previous methods which were intrinsically limited 

to static calculations (each new ionic configuration would require 
an independent self-consistent calculation), it allows the molecu-

lar-dynamics simulation: the motion of atoms in solids. In other 

words with the Car-Parrinello approach the electrons, after reaching 

their ground state (once and for all) for some initial ionic confi-
guration, smoothly follow the ionic motion in configuration space 
along the Born-Oppenheimer surface. The latter ability, among other 

virtues, makes this method one of the most reliable tools to find, 

with the aid of annealing cycles, (i.e. by heating up and then 
slowly cooling down) equilibrium geometries of those complex systems 

(molecules or low-symmetry solid-state systems like defects or sur-
faces) where electron states cannot be neglected or lumped into some 

effective interatomic potential. Fig.13 shows one of the early re-

sults of this method: the real-time evolution of a small-amplitude 

distortion of the r 25 , symmetry in silicon (the f 25 , phonon). 



Fig.13 Amplitude (top) and total electronic energy (bottom) vs. 

time for the f 25 , phonon in Si (Car and Parrinello 1985) 
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One will immediately notice the harmonic behavior of the crystal at 

low temperature (small displacement); the phonon frequency is read 

directly from the plot, and gives the same number which would be 

obt;:! a static" calculation the same 

tial; the meth;:!<l 

llicon test 

;:!;:!mpletely suc;:!;:!;:!;:! 

the way to a ;:!pplica-

fini properties systems 

with unit cells containing as many as 128 independent atoms can be 

studied from first principles, a task which ten years ago appeared 

to be beyond the most optimistic projections. 

As far as phonons are concerned a recent development due to 

B;:!;:!ooj coworkers 1987) should nm:d. Tra-

d 

t{: 

the way of 

and forces 

phonons was ei 

ticular phonon 

mci<lculating 

nos obta-

distortin<l crystal wi cppcopriate 

phonon wave, and then evaluating the frequency from the harmonic 
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force-displacement (or energy-displacement) relation, or, equiva-

lently, by choosing some small distortion of lower symmetry and then 
evaluating a few phonon frequencies from the portion of the dynami-

cal matrix (which relates forces to displacements) thus obtained. 
This the largest wtiv<:'length which mlied 

is livi maximum size t cell, becatititi is-

tor ted tde spatial dictated by wa-

velendtd eot by the ie epacing of thti der-

fect-law vice, In general the method is not applicable of 

arbitrary wavelength. The same limitation is encountered when pho-
nons are studied via molecular dynamics. The suggestion of Baroni 

and coworkers is to use linear-response theory to study phonons of 

arbitrary wavelength and symmetry In this way one only needs a sin-
gle cn tor the per fee rather than lar-
ger of various tailored for tif a 

partititi . The method evccessfully titimi-

condus"" represen ts tool in the dce 

vibrations from first principles. 

4.c. Transition metals 
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Pioneering this lseudopotentinl 
published by Ho, Harmon, Yeber and Hamann (1982). In 

their work a mixed basis of gaussians and plane waves was adopted. 
Remarkable agreement with experiments was obtained for structural 

and vibrational properties of elemental Nb and Mo; moreover the cal-
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Fig.14 Total energy of Ho, Nb and bcc Zr vs. dis-

placement 6 (see inset) as obtained using the LDA 
and norm-conserving pseudopotentials (Do et al.) 
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its use in the study of less known, low-symmetry solid-state sys-

tems, which are at the forefront of pure and applied research. The 
availability of a reliable microscopic theory has considerably in-
creased the interaction of theoretical solid-state scientists with 
"the real world" (Le. materials scientists and engineers); in just 

a few years a wealth of results was obtained on defects, surfaces, 

interfaces, chemisorbed systems, atomic clusters, and even liquids 

and amorphous materials. Here no attempt is made to give a complete 

account of this impressive amount of successful .work, and only a few 
examples are listed. With the type of theory described in this paper 
Pandey (1982) discovered what is currently believed to be the recon-

struction mechanism of clean silicon surfaces and, more recently, 
proposed a novel mechanism for vacancy migration in semiconductors 

(1986). Baraff and SchlUter (1980) have predicted "negative-U" pro-

perties of the silicon vacancy which have been later detected expe-

rimentally. Substantial contributions were given to the understand-
ing of self-interstitial, shallow-dopant (Bar-Yam and Joannopoulos 
1984, Car et al. 1984, 1985), and, more recently, hydrogen migration 
in silicon (Van de Walle et al., Chiarotti et al. 1988). Dielectric 
properties (Kunc and Resta 1983, Baroni and Resta 1986), and the 

physics of the valence-band discontinuity at semiconductor interfa-

ces, a key parameter for device performance, were also microscopi-

cally understood with the help of this kind of theory (Van de Walle 
and Martin 1987, Baldereschi et al. 1988, Christensen 1988). Final-

ly, the unified approach to Molecular Dynamics and OFT has opened 
the way to the study of complex systems like amorphous silicon and 

carbon (Car and Parrinello 1988, Galli et al. 1988) and small atomic 

clusters (Hohl et al. 1987, Ballone et al. 1988, Andreoni 1988). 
After this (incomplete) list of glories, it may be fair to list 

a number of limitations of local-density functionals. (i) "overbind-
ing": absolute binding energies are overestimated, although relative 

energies are very accurate (Jones 1984) (ii) "self-interaction": e-

lectron affinities are out of reach (Perdew and Zunger 1981) (iii) 

"gaps": excited states in insulating solids are not trivially relat-
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ed to ground-state properties, their description requiring much ad-
ditional work (Hybertsen and Louie 1985, Godby et al. 1986) (iv) "3d 
transition metals": s-d transfer energies of are not well deseribed 
(Gunnarsson and Jones 1985) (v) highly correlated electrons, which 
seem to be at the heart of the high-Tc superconductors, are also out 
of reach. Presently it seems that any extension which attempts to 
cure one of these problems either spoils something else, or becomes 
so involved as to loose much of the appeal of local density-functio-
nal approaches, which rests in their remarkable simplicity. Fortuna-
tely, a lot of physics and chemistry of materials can be safely stu-
died within these known limits. But the new interest of solid-state 
theorists towards Ouantum Monte Carlo methods suggests that some 
open problems may soon be attacked from an entirely different side. 

Conclusions 

Theoretical solid-state physics and theoretical chemistry are 
getting closer, as far as approaches are concerned; 
occasions of scientific exchange are highly valuable. The intention 
of this overview was to give some idea of the recent developments of 
the theory of electronic states in the physics community, and to 

shed some light on the future of the field. The discovery and suc-
cessful application of norm-conserving pseudopotentials has repre-
sented a major step forward in the first half of the eighties. The 
unification of Molecular Dynamics and Density Functional Theory, on 
one hand, and the direct simulation of quantum many-body systems 
(with appropriate extensions of pseudopotential theory), on the 
other, appear as promising directions for this second half of the 

eighties. Artificial intelligence and symbolic manipulation, not di-

scussed here, may also play some role. In general it seems that the 
venerable, old branch of electronic structure, far from shrinking 
into a brute-force number-crunching arena of declining scientific 
interest, represents even today a challenging and lively meeting 

place for many-body physicists, chemists, and materials scientists. 
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